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FOREWORD

This is a final report of the work completed on the research project

"Nongray Radiative Gas Flows Coupled with Ablation Around a Jovian Entry

Body." The work was supported by the NASA/Langley Research Center through

research contract/task authorization NAS1-14193-26. The contract was

_onitored by Dr. Randolph A. Graves, Jr. of SSD-Aerothemodynamics Branch.
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SIGNIFICANCEOF RADIATION MODELS IN INVESTIGATING

TIE FLOW PHENOMENA AROUND A JOVIAN ENTRY BODY

By

S. N. TiwariI and S. V. Subramanian2

SL%_RY

Formulation is presented to demonstrate the significance of a sim-

plified radiation model in investigating the flow phenomena in the viscous

radiating shock layer of a Jovian entry body. The body configurations

used in this study are a SS° sphere cone and a 50 ° hyperboloid. A nongray

absorption model for hydrogen-helium gas is developed which consists of

30 steps over the spectral range of 0 to 20 eV. By employing this model,

results were obtained for temperature, pressure, density, and radiative

flux in the shock layer and along the body surface. These are compared with

results of two sophisticated radiative transport models available in the

literature. Use of the present radiation model results in sig_,ifieant

reduction of computational time. Results of this model are found to be in

general agreement with results of other models. It is concluded that use

of the present model is justified in investigating the flow phenomena around

a Jovian entry body because it is relatively simple, computationally fast,

and yields fairly accurate results.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of radiative heating of planetary entry bodies has been

investigated extensively in the literature (refs. 1 to 3). At Jovian

entry conditions, radiative heating constitutes the major portion of heat

transferred to the entry body. Ilt order to assess the magnitude of radiative

heating of the Jovian entry body, it is essential to employ meaningful

1 Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering and Mechanics, Old Dominion
University, Norfolk, Virginia 23508.

2 Graduate Research Assistant, Old Dominion University Research Foundation,
Norfolk, Virginia 23508.
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radiative transport models in analyzing the shock-layer Jlow phenomena,

• This, in turn, requires realistic models for absorption by the hydrogen=

helium gas and other species (SUCh as ablative products) that may be present

in the shock layer. By employing detailed information on the line and

continuum absorption, Nicolet (refs. 4 to 6) has developed a fairly sophis-

ticated radiative transport model for application to planetary entry condi-

i tions. Use of such models requires a considerably long computational time

while analyzing the shock-layer flow phenomena. In fact more than 75 percent

of the computational time is spent in the radiative transport part of the

radiating hypersonic flow solutions. It is, therefore, d_sirable to develop

simplified radiative transport models which could be used to Frovide a quick

parametric study of the complicated problem involving nonequilibrium chemistry

and ablative products.

For absorption by the hydrogen-helium gas, Sutton (ref. 7) has developed

a 58-step gray gas model, the results of which compare well with Nicolet's

detailed model. For high-temperature Jovian entry conditions, it is possible

to further reduce the number of steps in the spectral range of interest and

provide a fairly simplified absorption model. Thus, the purpose of this

, study is to develop a computationally fast, relatively sinlple, and reasonably

accurate model for spectral absorption by the hydrogen-helium gas. The feasi-

bility of this model is established by comparing the results obtained by this

model with the results of Sutton's 58-step model and Nicolet's detailed

model.

NOMENCLATURE

Ci mass fraction of species i in the shock layer, Oi/0

Cp equilibrium specific heat of mixture r.C. C' 1 p,i
* *

, Cp, i specific heat of species i, C ./Cp,1 p,®

D.. binary diffusion coefficient
, ij

h* V.2 (also Planck constant)h specific enthalpy, /

!_i_I HT total enthalpy, h = (U2+V2)/2

?

l
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J. mass diffusion flux of species i,1
j? *

1RN/Uref

k thermal conductivity of mixture k*/u* C* (also Boltzmann constant)
• " ref p,®

Le Lewis number, p* D_. C* /k*
1J p

M* molecular weight of mixture
L

n coordinate normal to the body surface n*/R_

p pressure• p* / (0_ V_2)

Pr Prandtl number, _* C* / k*
P

qR net radiant heat flux, q_/(O_ V_3)

r radius measured from axis of 3ymmetry to a point on the body

surface, f*/R_

R* universal gas constant

Rg radius of the body

R_ body nose radius fsame as R_)

s coordinate along the body surface, s*/R_

T temperature, T*/T*rer

T* reference temperature, 27315 °Ko

T* reference temperature, V* /C*
ref _ p,_

u velecity tangent to body surface, u*,/V_

v velocity normal to body surface, u /V®

a shock angle defined in figure 1

e Reynolds number parameter or surface emittance

0 body angle defined in figure 1

K body curvature, K*R_

_ spectral absorption coefficient

viscosity of mixture, _*/_ef

reference viscosity, _*(Tref_Uref

3
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o density of mixture, O*/o_

o* Stefan Boltzmann constant

T optical coordinate

r optical thickness0

Subscript

i ith species

s shock value

w wall value

free-stream condition

radiation frequency

BASIC FORMULATION

I
The physical model and coordinate system for a Jovian entry body are

shown in figure i. In this figure, s is the distance measured along the

body surface and n is the distance normal to the body surface. The flow

in the shock layer is considered to be that of an axisymmetric, viscous,

radiating flow, local thermodynamic and chemical equilibrium. Furthermore,

it is assumed that the radiative transport occurs within a one-dimensional,

, infinite planar slab (tangent slab approximation). Both inviscid as well as

viscous shock-layer analyses are presented. The same radiation models are

used in both analyses. In this section basic governing equations and boundary

conditions for inviscid and viscous shock-layer flows are presented in most

general form. These equations are usually transformed to alternate forms

for computational convenience.

Inviscid Flow Equations

For the physical model considered, the governing equations for inviscid

flow are expressed (refs. 8,9) as

Continuity.

:' (l/r) (_/_s) (Ou) + (ou/r)sin O �(_/_)(Ov)

+ ov [(_Ir)+ cos e/r]= o (I)

1979006805-010
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s-momeotum.

(u/r) (_u/_s) + v (_ul_n) + uvKlr + (I/or) (apl_s) = o (2)

n-momentum.

(u/F) (_vl_s) + v (_vl_n) - u2KI£ + p-I (3pl_y) = 0 ''_

(u/r) (_hl_s) + v (_hl_n) (ul_r) (_pl_s) - Cvlp) (_p/_n)

+ (I/O) (div qR) = 0 (4)

where

£= 1 +n<

div qR = (SqR/_n) + qR (K/£ + cos O/r)

¢ It should be noted that the above equations are written in nondimensional

form. Quantities to nondimensionalize these equations are defined in the

nomenclature.

The equation of state for the gas, in general, can be expressed as

' P = o T(R*/M* Cp,_) (5)

where Cp ® represents the specific heat of the gas at the free-stream
conditions.

In order to solve the above set of governing equations, it is essential

to specify appropriate boundary conditions at the body surface and the shock.

The boundary conditions at the shock are calculated by using the Rankin-

Hugoniot relations. At the wall, no-slip a;_d no-temperature-j_ap boundary

conditions are used. Consequently,

--0 , v(O,n) = v = 0 (6)u(O,n) = uw w

T(O,n) = Tw = constant (specified) (7)

S
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Viscous Flow Equations

Basic governing equations for viscous shock layer are obtained from the

steady-state Navier-Stokes equations by keeping terms up to second order in

the inverse square root of the Reynolds number, e, as (refs. 9 to 11):

C_,ntinuit_.

(_/3s) [(r+n cos ®)pu] + (_/_n) (F_pv) = 0 (8)

s-momentum.

_[_/r)(_u/_s)+ v(_u/_n)+ uvK/r] �r-Z(_p/_s)

= e2[C_/_n} CaSh)+ PC2K/r �COS®/_)%b] C9)

n-momentum.

, p[Cu/r) (_v/_s) +v (_v/_n) - u2_/r] + _p/_n = 0 (i0)

Energy.

OCp[CU/r) (ST/3s) + vC_T/_n)] - [(u/r) (Sp/_s) + v (Sp/_n)]

,. = e2{(_)/_)n) [k(_)T/_n)] + [(_/r) + cos e/c]k(a'r/an)

• N

" -.Z JiCp,i (BT/Sn) + p_2} _ div qR ill)
i=l

Species continuit,v.

o[(u/r) (sci/ss) + v (BCi/Sn) ] = (£2/r_) [(_/8n) (r_Ji)] (12)

where

= r + n cos ® (13a)

* (p* V* (13b)¢ = _ref / ® RI_)I/2

= au/3n - u</r (13c)

Ji = (p/Pr) Le (_Ci/_n) (13d)

The above equations are also written in nondimensional form, and quantities

to nondimensionalize these equations are dfined in the nomenclature.

6
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The expressions for the equation of state for a hydrogen-helium mixture

are given by (ref3. 12,13):

T* = CT[ (p*/I013250) _[ (o*/0. 001292) k] (14a)

H* = CH[ (p*/1013250)m/(p*./0. 001292) n] (R'To/M*) (14b)

where quantities CT, CH, k, _, m, and n are defined in the cited

references.

_ Once again, the boundary conditions at the shock are calculated by

u_ing the Rankine-Hugoniot relations, and conditions at the body surface

are given by equations (6) and (7).

RADIATION MODELS

An appropriate expressioa for the radiative flux qR is needed for the

solution of the energy equation presented in the previous section. This

requires a suitable radiative transport model and a meaningful spectral model

for variation of the absorption coefficient of the gas. In this section,

appropriate expressions for the spectral and total radiative flux are given,

and a detailed discussion on models for the spectral absorptiJn by the hydrogen-

helium gas is presented.

Radiative Flux Equations

The equations for radiative transport, in general, are integral equatioas

,.hich involve integration over both frequency spectrum and physical coordi-

nates. In many physically realistic problems, ._e co_nplexity of the three-

dimensional radiative transfer can be reduced by introduction of _he "tangent

slab approximation." This approximation treats the gas layer as a one-

dimensional slab in calculation of the radiative transport. Radiation in

directions other than normal to either the body or :,hock is neglected in

comparison. Discussions on the validity of this approximation for plaaetary

entry conditions are given in references 14 to 1_. The tangent slab approxi-

mation is employed in this stady. It should be pointed out here that this

approximation is used only for the radiative transport and not for the other

flow variables.
7
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For the present study, the equations of radiative transport are ob-

tained for a gas confined between two infinite, parallel boundaries, the

shock wave, and the body. This is shown in figure 2. For one-dimensional

radiation, the equations of transfer fcr a nonscattering medium in local

thermodynamic equilibrium are given by (refs. 19,20):

u(dI:/d_v) : Bv(Tu) - I+v (1Sa)

p(dI:/d_ v) = Bv(Tv) - I- (15b)• V

where

= cos e (16a)
!

_ = K (n) dn (16b)v V
O

n

Toy =f s Kv(n ) dn tl6c)
O

In the above equation, K and B represent the frequency-dependent tinearV V

absorption coefficient and Planck function, respectively. Furthermore, it

should be noted that I + and I- correspond to positive and negative valuesv V

of _ respectively. The boundary conditions for equations (15a) and (15b)

can be expressed as

+r I + = 0 (17a)

ru(_%),_) = Iv(_ov,_) • = • (17b)' _ OV

By employing the above conditions, integration of equations (lSa) and (15b)
resulzs in

i+ + T -I
%)(_v,p) : Iv(O,_) exp(-Tv/_) +f %) By(t) exp[-(_%) - t)/_]_ dt Cl$a)

0

._ I%)(_.%),U)= Iv(_ov,U) exp[-(_o% ) - T )/U]%)

._ _f OVB%)(t) exp[-(T v t)/ulu -1 at (18b)
T

1979006805-014



Equations (19a) and (18b) describe the radiation field in terms of the
1

temperature field ,'ithin the medium. The temperature field is expressed
+

by tile Planck function. The terr_ I,.(0,v) exp(-Tv/v) in equation (18a)

represents the radiant energy that originated at tile body surface which

has been attenuated by the factor exp(-_v/v) as a result of absorption.

Tile integral term represents the augmentation of I to gaseous

emission. A similar interpretation goes for equation (18b), with respect }

to shock surface.

]

Referring to figure 2, the spectral radiative flux is expressed in

terms of intensity of radiation as (ref. 20):

1

qRv(lv) x)

4fl -1

By noting that I I- correspond to positive and negative values of
x) x_

v, equation (19) can be expressed as

',: f-'qRv(ru) = 2nf v dv - 211 I-u u dv (20) :
O O

The substitution of values for I I- from equations (18a) and (18b) •
v x)

into equation (20) results in the one-dimensional expression for spectral

radiative flux as (refs. 19,20):

i -Tv/la+/V - t) dt
qRv(TV) = 211 f I I+(O'v)ev By(t) E2(Tv

o O

- e u dv
0

where En(t ) is the exponential integral function defined by

: , 1 n-2 -t/v

E (t) f U e du (22)
0

¢

9
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The expression for the net radiative flux at any location is given by _

, qR(n) =f qRv(rv) dv (23)
0 , "

!

Often, it is desirable to obtain separate relations for total radiative j,

flux going tuwards the body and the bow shock. Upon denoting the radiative !
+ i

flux towards the shock by qR and towards the body by qR' equation (23)
car, be written as

4" :

qR(n) = qR(n) - qR(n)

+

--f®qRvCrv) dv-f®q_,_[%} dv {24)
0 0

where

+ = 0 Iv( ,la)e _ d_ o v(t) E2 (T v t) dt] dv (25a)

f'Efo' .or 'v'"qRv = 2H Iv(Tov,=_)e V d_
o

' o0_ B . ]+ J v(t} E2(t - T ) dt dv (25b)
T

for diffuse surfaces I + =
, v(O,_) and Iv(Toy,U) are independent of direction

(i.e., independent of v) and may be expressed in terms of surface radiosities

Bl_ and B2_ as

rlI+(0,v) = B1 II " ) (26)v v ' IV(TOV'U = B2v

, Hence, equations (25a) and (25b) are expressed as ,_

• foe / :qv(n) = 2 Blv E3(xv) + II V Bv(t) E2(x v - t) dt_ dv (27a),=if :

e

10 c
?

._
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"- 2 - + By(t) E2(r\, t) dt] dv (27b)

The expressions for surface radiosities appearing in this equation are

• given by {ref. 20):

T

= B2v Ea(Tov) +f°_nB {t) E2(t) dt (28a)
o

T

B2v = ¢2v [/'1 B)(Ts) ] + 2,02v [Bl_ E3(TOV ) +f °'nB (t)
0

• E2(rov - t) dt] (28b)

where Olv and 02_ represent the surface reflectance of the body and

the shock respectively. For nonreflecting surfaces, Olv = 02v = O, and

equations (28a) and (28b) reduce to

BIv = ]] ely Bv(Tw)' B2v = H ¢2v Bv(Ts) (29)

Sometimes, it is convenient to express the radiative flux equations in

terms of gas emissivities, defined by

+

cv = 1 - 2E3{r v - t), ¢_ = 1 2E3{t - r_) {30)

ry noting that

de: -- -2E2(r u - t) dt, de v = 2E2(t - r ) dt r

�4-,,

ev(t = O) = I - 2E3(rv) = Cb = ew

+.. (½) " Tv) "¢ ft = *0 = 1 - 2E3(0) = 1 2 = 0 = e (t =_)

5)

equations {27a) and (27b) can be written as

1979006805-017
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•. . for, :j
qR(n) = BlvE_(-) �nfs(_) de dv (31a)

0
0

qR(n) [2,_,E,(,o_ %) nf _= _ + Bv.¢v-
0

o

If the radiative flux into the slab at the boundaries is neglected, then the

first term on the right of equations (31a) and (31b) vanishes and the

net radiative flux is given by

qR(n) = II fo "w Bv(e_)de_-fo B (¢;)dev]dv (32)

Depending upon the particular assumptions made in a physical problem, use

is made of either equations (27a) and (27b), (31a) and {31b), or equation

(32) in obtaining the net radiative heat flux.

For mathematical convenience, exponential integrals often are approxi-

mated by appropriate exponential functions. There are a few standard pro-

cedures for doing this, and these are discussed in references 19 and 20.

It has been demonstrated {see ref. 20, for example) that when the exponential

integral of third order is approximated by

2E3(z) : exp(-2z) (33)

the radiative transport solutions are exact in the optically thin limit, and

of satisfactory accuracy in the optically thick limit. By using equation (33),

approximate expressions for the gas emissivities are obtained from equation

(30) as

cv = 1 - exp[2(t - rv) ] (34a)

= 1 - exp[2(T t)] (34b)

12
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4. This approximation was used by Nicolet for calculating the radiative transport

; in the entry environment (refs. 4 to 6). Since E'(Z)n = -En-l(Z)' one
: could obtain the relation for the exponential integral o£ second order by

differentiating equation (33) as

E2(z ) = exp(-2z) (35)

Use of uations (33) and (35) could be made directly in equations (24), ,
k

(25a), and (25b) to obtain appropriate relations for the radiative heat

flux.

In this study, use of the exponential kernel approximation, as given

by equations (33) and (35), is made for the radiative transport in the shock

layer. Furthermore, the bow shock is considered transparent, and the free

stream is considered cold and transparent. For planetary entry conditions,

radiative contributior: from the body surface is usually neglected. However,

it has been included in this study, and for a gray radiating surface it is

obtained from equation (25a) as

+ a* T.4 (36)q (0) = qR,w = ew

: A value of surface emittance of e = 0.8 is used in this study.w

Spectral Models for Gaseous Absorption

Appropriate spectral models for gaseous absorption are needed for solu-

tion of the radiative fiux equations. The absorption model considered in

this study is for a nongray gas with continuum and line transitions. In

general, the spectral absorption coefficient for continuum and line transi-

tions may be expressed as

C L

Kv =Z Ki(V) +Z Kj(V) (37)

The summations in the above equation extend over all continuum and line

transitions respectively, in this study, only the transitions of the species

H, H , and H2 are considered.

13
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The absorption coefficients for line transitions depend on the plasma

i conditions both through the population of the absorption levels and the

shape of the spectral lines. For heavy atomic species at high temperatures,

the dominant mechanism for the line broadening is the Stark broadening by

electron impacts. Following Armstrong et al. (ref. 22), the lines can be

treated as having the Lorentz shape, for which the shape factor is given

by ._

s s 2
bk(V) = (Yk/II)/[(v- Vk)2 + (yk) ] (38)

S

where vk is the frequency of the kth line center and Yk is the Stark

half-width of the line. In calculation of the absorption coefficients due

to atomic line transitions, a line grouping technique is used. In this

technique, line transitions near a specified frequency value are grouped

together, and the spectral absorption is given as that from the line group.

However, each line within the group is treated individually.

The continuum contribution depends mainly on the plasma state through

the population of absorbing levels. The spectral absorption coefficient
;

due to continuum transitions is given by

, c c:_ Ki(v) = _ Nij o (v) (39)

C
where N.. is the number density of the absorbing level and o.. is its

zj zj
cross section. The number density of the particular particle is obtained

from thermodynamic state calculations.

By employing detailed information on line and continuum absorption,

Nicolet developed a fairly sophisticated radiative transport model for

applications to planetary entry environment (refs. 4 to 6). The procedure

for using this model is given in reference 5.

In the absorption model developed by Sutton (ref. 7), the frequency de-

] pendence of the absorption coefficient is represented by a step-function with

! 58 steps of fixed (but not necessarily equal) widths. In this model, the

absorption of helium species is neglected. In step-function models, the total

absorption coefficient of the jth step is a summation of the average absorp-

tion coefficient for the ith transition in the jth step, given by

' 14
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i

; K.{_o)=_ <ij{_o) (40)J ,
• i ;

v.+Av.

f<iJ (_) 1 j j i• =- Ki0o)d_ {41)

J

•, <. = f(T,Ni,v ) (42)1

Once again K is the absorption coefficient, v the frequency in eV, T

is the temperature in degrees Kelvin, and N. are the number density in1

cm-3. In this model, the absorption coefficients for the free-free and bound-

free transitions of atomic hydrogen are expressed by

H N /2v 3) (43))_ff = {2,61 x I0 -3s Ne
H

. ]:}.(<,>....,.o<bf = v3 " =

for 1 <_n£ <__4 (44)

., and

_bf

for 4 < N£ <_N£max (45)

where

,__¢,,;_,,o1[,.(,_.,)] i
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The reduction in the ionization potential 8 is calculated by

, _ = (1.79 × to -s N2/7)/T1/7 (46)
e

For bound-bound transition of hydrogen molecules and atoms

N

_bb = S bk(V) (47)

where the line strength S is given by

The line-shape factor bK(v) is given by equation (38). Using the

expressions given above, the absorption due to continuum and line transi-

tions over each step is calculated individually. The total absorption

over each individual step is a strong function of temperature, and this

model is valid for a wide range of temperatures. FurZher information on

the S8-step model is available in reference 7.

At high temperatures, the frequency dependence of £he absorption coef-

ficient is more orderly because of the relative importance of continuum

-, transitions over line transitions. Under such conditions, it is possible

to represent the spectral absorption of the gas by a relatively fewer number

of steps. A spectral model consisting of 30 steps is introduced in this

study to represent the absorption by the hydrogen species in the spectral

range of 0 to 20 eV. The absorption by the helium species is also neglected

in this study. The procedure for developing this model is to calculate

the spectral absorption coefficient first by employing Nicolet's detailed

model. This model calculates the absorption coefficients considering all

possible transitions. It was mentioned before that the spectral absorption

coefficient for a plasma consisting of a mixture of elements is in general

the sum of continuum transitions and line transitions. The continuum transi-

tions include atomic photo-ionization, photodetachment, free-free transitions,

i photodissociation and molecular photo-ionization. The hydrogen cross section

: for bound-free transitions is given by
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and for free-free transitions by

_ff = (24II2e 6 Ne gff)/l'3/3- hc (2itm)312(kT)l/2vd] (50)

• iswhere na is the principal quantum number of the absorbing level Ne

the Dumber density of free electrons, and gbf and gff are Gaunt factors

_(bef. 4).

The absorption coefficients of the atomic line transitions are given

as

\ mc] fk(j) Nij bk(j)

where fk(j) is the oscillator strength of the kth line in the jth series
of lines. The line-shape factor is expressed by equation (58). Hence, with

this information• the total absorption coefficient is calculated as a de-

tailed function of frequency. These results then are plotted on a convenient

graph• and the frequency interval of each step• for the step model• is

selected by inspection. The height of each step is determined by matching

the area under the detailed model curve for the selected spectral interval.

It is essential to provide a relatively larger number of steps in the spectral

range of line radiation than continuum radiation. At present• it is necessary

to obtain a different 30-step model for dlfferent entry conditions. This,

however, could be avoided by establishing some kind of correlations between

the results of step and detailed models. The method of approximating the

absorption coefficient by the 30-step model is illustrated in figure 2 fur

" ll6-km entry conditions (ref. 12). Similar results were obtained for other

entry conditions. It should be emphasized here that use of the step models

replaces the integration over frequency in*ervals in the radiative flux equa-

tions by the summation over individual steps.
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PHYSICAL CONDITIONS AND DATA SOURCE

The entry bodies considered for this study are a sphere cone of 55:

half-angle and a hyperboloid of 50¢ half-angle, boZh with a nose radius

of 22.2 cm. As mentioned earlier, the body surface is considered gray,

having a surface emittance of 0.8. The surface temperature is assumed to

be uniform at 4,200 K.

Information on Jupiter's atmospheric conditions is available in tbe

literature, and the free-stream conditions used in this study are summarized

in reference 12. The shock-layer gas is assumed to be a mixture of eight

chemical species, H2, H, H+ H- He H+ H++' ' ' e' e ' and e . The number densities

of these species are obtained by considering five chemical reactions. These

are discussed in references 7 and 12 where closed-form solutions for cal-

culating the number density are also provided. Thermodynamic properties for

specific heat, enthalpy, and free energy, and transport properties for

viscosity and thermal conductivity are required for each species. Relations

for calculating these properties are available in the literature, and these

are summarized in reference 12.

METHOD OF SOLUTION

The numerical procedure for solving the inviscid flow equations is de-

scribed in reference 10. The numerical procedure for solving the viscous

shock-layer equations is discussed in detail _n references 10 and 12. In

essence, the numerical procedure for the viscous shock layer can easily be

adapted to the inviscid case. In the numerical procedure for viscous shock

layer, the variables of the governing equations are normalized with their

local shock values, and the transformed eluations are written in a general

form as

_2W/_n2 + c]3WlBn + c2W + c3 + c. BW/B_ = 0 (S2)

where n = n/n s and _ = s. The quantity W represents u = u/u s in the

: s-momentum equation, T = T/T s in the energy equation, and Ci in the

,_ species continuity equation. The coefficients Cl to c,, are defined in

lS
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reference 10. The second-order partial differential equations, as expressed

; by equation (52), are solved by employing an implicit finite-difference

method. A variable grid-spacing central difference equation is used in

the normal direction and equal spacing forward difference equation in the

tangential direction. The details of the numerical procedure are given

in references 10 and 12.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

By employing the three radiative transport models discussed under

"Radiation Nodelz," results were obtained for temperature, pressure, density,

shock standoff distance, and radiative flux distribution in the shock layer

and along the body surface for different entry conditions avd body configura-

tions. Inviscid as well as viscous results were obtained for a 55 ° half-

angle sphere cone, while only viscous results were obtained for a SO° hyper-

boloid. In this section a comparison of inviscid and viscous results is

presented for a 55 ° sphere cone entering the Jovian atmosphere at an alti-

tude of z = 116 km, followed by a series of viscous results for the 55 °

sphere cone at different entry conditions. Finally, viscous results for

a 50 ° hyperboloid are presented.

Comparison of Inviscid and Viscous Results

Inviscid and viscous results obtained by employing the detailed and 30-

step radiation models are compared in this section. The temperature distribu-

tion along the stagnation streamline is illustrated in figure 3. The agreement

between inviscid and viscous results is seen to be fairly good except near

the body, where viscous boundary-layer effects are predominant (see fig. 3b).

The difference between the detailed and 30-step model results is lower for

the inviscid case than the viscous case. This is due to relatively higher

temperature across the shock layer for the inviscid analysis. As pointed

out earlier, the step model is more accurate at higher temperatures.

The shock standoff distance as a function of body location is illustrated

in figure 4. The first three curves illustrate the inviscid results for the

three different radiation models. The fourth curve, obtained by employing
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Nicolet's detailed radiation model, is for the viscous case, and is d_awn

here fnr comparison. The shock standoff distance is slightly larger for

the present 30-step model as compared wlth the results of the detailed and

Surton's 58-step models. Although the difference between inviscid and

viscous results is seen to be quite small, use of the viscous analysis is

recommended for more realistic and accurate calculations.

Results of radiative heating along the body are illustrated in figure

5. While inviscid results are seen to be slightly higher at the stagnation

point, viscous results are relatively higher at other body locations (up

to s/R N = 0.6). This is a direct consequence of viscous boundary-layer
effects. Discussion on viscous results of different radiation models is

given in the next subsection.

Viscous Results for a 55 ° Sphere Cone

Viscous results for a 55° sphere cone (with a nose radius of 22.2 cm)

is presented in this subsection for different entry conditions. Results of

various radiation models are compared in order to establish the validity

of the present 30-step radiation model.

In the shock layer, the temperature distribution along the stagnation

s*reamline is illustrated in figure 6 for two different free-stream (density)

conditions. It is found that the present 30-step model underpredicts the

shock-layer temperature by a maximum of 11 percent in comparison to Nlcolet's

detailed model and by about 4.5 percent when compared with Sutton's 58-step

-,odel. For free-stream conditions resulting in higher shock temperature,

the agreement between the results is even better. This is because the higher

temperature absorption spectrum can be approximated accurately by the present

step-model.

From the results presented in figures 3 and 6, it is noted that there

exists a steep temperature gradient in the regions close to the body. At

locations about five times the nose rodius (normal to the body), only a slight

variation in the shock-layer temperature is noticed. This fact was utilized

in dividing the shock layer into different temperature zones for evaluating

the absorption coefficient. In a preliminary study, two methods were used to

account for the temperature dependence of the absorption coefficient. In

• 20
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r the first method, the absorption coefficient was calculated at the shock
i

' cemperature, T*. Thi_ value w_.s used in ansAyzing the fluw field in thes
entire shock layer. Results obtained by nhis method are designated here as

"present-approximate" results. In the second method, the shock layer is

divided into three d_fferent temperature z,,nes, two of which are closer to

the body (because of the steep gradient near the body). For each temperature

zone, a different 30-step model for absorption is obtained. These are read

as input in the computer program while evaluating the flow variables in the

particular temperature zone. Results obtained by this method are denoted

here as "present" results.

The variation in _emperature just behind the shock (at location n = 0.05)

with distance along the body surface is illustrated in _igure 7 for entry

conditions at z = 116 km. The results of the present model are found to

be about six percent lower than the results of Nico:et'o model. This dif-

ference is seen to be fairly uniform along the body.

The pressure distribution along the body is _llustrated in figure 8 for

two different entry conditions (z = 116 and 131 km). The results show the

same general trend as exhibited by figure 7 for temperature distribution. How- 1

4

ever, the agreement between the results is better for pressure distribution.
[

The variation in density just behind the shock (n = 0.05) with distance

along the body is illustrated in figure 9 for entry conditions at z = 116 km.

The present model is seen to underestimate the density by a maximum of nine

percent as compared with the results of Nico]et's model.

Figure 10 shows the shock standoff variation with distance along the

body surface for entry conditions at z = 116 km. Results of Sutton's model

are found to be in general agreement with the results of Nicolet's model.

The present model is seen _o overestimate the results by a maximum of 8.6

percent when compared with the results of Nicolet's model. This is mainly

because the present model underpredicts the shock-layer density.

The radiation heating rate along the body surface is illustrated in

figures 11 and 12 for different entry conditions. As would be exFected, in

all cases, the maximum heating occurs at the stagnation point. For z = 116 km

_ results presented in figure ]1 show that the present model und_rp,_edicts the

heating rate by a maximum of 13.6 percent when compared with Nicolet's model.
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For thv case of higher free-stream density (and hence a higner shock tempera-

ture), differences in the results of the present and other models are seen

to be smaller. Figure J2 shows the results of radiative hea*ing for 131-km

entry conditions. For this higher altitude, the heat transferred to the

body is lower because of lower free-stream density and pressure. For this

case, differences in the results of the present and Nicolet's model are seen

to be slightly higher.

Viscous Results for a 50° H>perboloid

Viscous results for a S0° hyperboloid (with a nose radius of 22.2 cm)

are presented in this subsection for different entry conditions. The tempera-

ture distribution in the shock layer (along the stagnation streamline) is

illustrated in figure 13 for entry conditions at z = 116 km. The results

of the three radiation models are seen to follow the same general trend as

for the 5S° sphere cone. A maximum difference of about 4.5 percent is seen

between the present model and Nicolet's model. This difference is near the

body (at n = 0.0095). Agreements between the results are better towards

the shock.

The variation in temperature just behind the shock (at location n = 0.07)

with distance along the body surface is illustrated in figure 14 for entry

conditions at z = 116 km. The results indicate very goud agreement between

the three radiation models. The results of the present model are within

1.4 percent of the results of Nicolet's model. As would be expected, maxi-

mum difference in results occurs at the stagnation streamline.

The pressure distribution along the tangential coordinate is shown in

figure 15 ;_r two locations (n = 0.002 and 0.07) and for entry conditions

at z = 116 km. The results obtained by using the present and Nicolet's

radiation models are found to be in good agreement for both locations. The

difference between the two results is less than one percent. The pressu'c

distribution along t ,e tangential coordinate (at n = 0.001) is shown in

figure 16 for entry conditions at z = 131 km. The results indicate no sig-

i, nificant difference between the results of the present and Nicolet's models.

These results indicate that the pressure variation in the shock layer is

"; relatively insensitive to the radiation models.}
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The variation in density just behind the shock (n = 0.07) with distance

along the body is illustrated in figure 17 for entry conditions at z = 116 km.

A maximum difference of about 6.5 percent is noted between results of the

present and Nicolet's model. The maximum difference in results of the present

and Sutton's models is about 3 percent.

The shock standoff variation with distance along the body surface for

entry conditions at z = 116 km is shown in figure 18. As was the case with

the 55 ° sphere cone, the present model is seen to overestimate the results

in comparison to the other models.

The radiative beating rate along the body surface is illustrated in figures

19 to 21 for different entry conditions. For this body geometry also, the

maximum heating occurs at the stagnation point. For z = 116 km, results

presented in figure 19 indicate that the present model underpredicts the

heating rate by a maximum of about 13 percent when compared with Nicolet's

model. For higher free-stream density, the results presented in figure 20

show smaller differences in the results of various radiation models. For entry

conditions at z = 131 km, results presented in figure 21 indicate that

heat transferred to the body is significantly lower. This is because of lower

free-stream density and pressure. As was the case with the 55* sphere cone

at this altitude, the difference between the present and Nicolet's results

is relatively higher.

CONCLUSIONS

A simple, nongray :adiation model (a 30-step model) has been introduced

to investigate the flow phenomena in the viscous, radiating shock layer of

a Jovian entry body. Results obtained by this model are found to be in

general agreement with the results of Sutton's 58-step model and Nicolet's

detailed model. In most cases (except for the shock standoff distance), the

present model is found to underestimate the results in the shock layer as well

as along the body. The differences in results are lower for conditions re-

sulting in higher shock temperatures. The pressure variation is found to be

insensitive to the variation in radiation models.

23
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It is found that use of the present model rcduces the computational

time significantly. The use of this simplified model is recommended for

general parametric studies. It is suggested that some kind of correlation

be developed to relate the absorption spectrum of the present model with

that of Nicolet's detailed model. A correlation like this would make the

, present model more accurate and versatile.

i
i
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Figure 4. Shock standoff variation with distance along the
body surface for inviscid and viscous analysis
(55 ° sphere cone, z = 116 km).
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Figure 5. Radiative heating along the body for invlscid
and viscous analysis (55 ° sphere cone, z = 116 km).
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Figure 6. temperature distribution along the stagnation
streamline for two different free-stream

densities (55" sphere cone).
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Figure 11. Radiative heating along the body for two
di£ferent free-stream densities (55 ° sphere
cone).
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; Figure 13. Temperature distribution along the stagnation
: streamline (50° hyperboloid, z = 116 km).
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